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and · in His left only the .
urge · to seek truth - I
would reach for His left
hand.
Lessing

If t he Lord God held out
to me in His right hand the
whole of truth.

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY .

Vol. IX - Number 14

! Febr_!!ary 6, 1969

Five New Programs
.
-

Proposed For Fall
By Susan Stein

Newark State College will
institute a major in social welfare
and five other major programs for
undergraduates this fall , if the
programs are approved by the
Board of Trustees and Ralph A.
Dungan, Chancellor of IDgher
Education.
President Eugene Wilkins
signed these proposals for these
degree programs last month. They
have been recommended . by
individual departments and passed
by the Curriculum Committee of
the Faculty Senate and voted
upon by the entire Senate.
"The proposed major in social
welfare would be the first
professional major outside of
teaching at this college," states
Dr. Dorothy Grant Hennings,
Chairman of the Curriculum
Committee.
A degree in this program would
prepare students for graduate
studies or employment in the field

,

;!
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of social works. Requirements
would include 12 semester hours
of social welfare course and 27
hours of related social studies and
behavioral science courses.
Major programs in liberal arts
have also been proposed. They
in cl u de chemistry-physics,
philosophy, urban studies and
political science.
The proposed liberal arts major
in urban studies will include a
prov1s1on for an internship
program in public and private
urban agencies.
A report issued by the
Curriculum Committee gives the
Children play outside Campus School, reported to be closed in the near future.
rationale for the urban studies
major. The report in part states:
"Newark State College is located
in the center of a great standard
metropolitan area. Many of the
students who attend this
institution have informed us of
their inadequate preparation for
Dr. Eugene Wilkins, President specialities in the areas of
The ungraded campus school
coping with the special challenge
of the College has announced the pediatrics, and the handicapped. was the center of controversy in
of urban society . .."
The rooms , Wilkins stated, the spring of 1966 when parents
closing of the Campus School as
The proposed liberal arts major
an institution for the education of would not be used as regular objected to the alleged
in philosophy will require 30
children from the Township of classroom buildings.
informality and permissiveness in
semester hours in philosophy.
The school will be phased out the classroom.
Union.
New courses will be developed by
b y not admitting any new
The plans for closing the
Dr. Wilkins , state d , how e ver,
the coJJege to p rovide for this
stud e n ts either at the l owest \eve\ campus choo\ hav c
1
thd · although the school is being or in any of the upper levels.
major.
£com the dl,partment of Higher
Curriculum reports directly closed in this capacity, it is
The Township of Union has Education. Chancellor of IDgher
cite student demand as part of the actually a "change of been notified of the closing and Education Ralph E. Dungan has
rationale for the liberal arts major assignment", and this change is has indicated that it might long been opposed to the
programs in both political science being made for three reasons.
withdraw its students from the isolationism of the campus school
and in the combined
Firstly, the school as an school at the end of this year. In concept and is said to favor field
chemistry-physics major.
observatory for the college any case, the school should be teaching in an urban situation
Under consideration will also education student is too small to completely phased out by
(Continued on Page 11)
be a proposal for an meet the needs of the college. It is September 1970.
under-graduate major in speech not feasible to enlarge the school ,
The school has a present
and hearing. At the present time , because of the lack of money and enrollment of 157 students from
general elementary majors may because priority is given to the Washington , Livingston and
only elect 18 minor semester meeting the needs of the college Jefferson school districts. These
hours in either the speech or student.
students will conceivably be
hearing field.
Secondly, the education in the returned to their original schools
The Board of Trustees and surrounding communities is of when the phasing out process is
'Chancellor Dungan will also such quality that the observing completed.
consider the three proposed minor college student can get his field
Other demonstration schools at
By Maureen H iggins
programs. A minor in secondary experience in the local the other state colleges are also
Newark State College President
education has been drawn up. community rather than in the stated for closing. They include Eugene J. Wilkins has announced
Since the college has been campus school.
the high school at Montclair State, that he supports the action of
developing its liberal arts program
Thirdly, it will provide more and the elementary classes at four other state college presidents
(Continued on Page 11)
space for the education of adult Jersey City and Paterson State.
in their alliance to seek fiscal
autonomy for New Jersey state
colleges.
President Wilkins stated that
his name would have been
included in the original presidents'
alliance had he not been 1 1
Washington attending a meeting
Students at Paterson and Ralph A. Dungan and his State and workshops explaining how of the Board of Directors of the
Trenton State Colleges staged a Board of IDgher Education. Funds students could enlist parental , American Association of State
one day boycott on January 8. are then returned to the colleges newspaper, and community help Colleges and Universities at the
The demonstrations were held to in budget form. Students and and support from the state time that news of the alliance was
released. -.The other state college
seek more fiscal autonomy for the administrative officials want to legislature.
Dr. Robert Houssler, president vresidents Robert Huessler of
eliminate red tape involved in
state colleges.
The boycott at Trenton State transferring money to different of Trenton State spoke in favor of Trenton--_state , Thomas
Richardson ~
Montclair State,
was reported to be 90% effective lines on their budget. The colleges the student acti9n.
At a rally at Paterson State, Dr. Jame s Olsen of Paterson, and
while at Paterson State, officials would like to have the same type
reported that only 20% of the of fiscal autonomy as Rutgers James Korge Olsen, President of James Muller of Jersey City State ,
student body staye d out of University and Newark College of the Board of Trustees at Paterson , were re luctan t to i nclude
declared the importance of fiscal President Wilkins name in the
classes. The demonstrations were Engineering.
Although the boycotts were autonomy for the six state alliance without first having
planned by the Committee for
IDgher Education (CUE) which student planned, it was reported colleges. Speaking at that rally , obtained his permission. · Dr.
has representatives in ail of the by administrative spokesmen that Dr. Olsen said there was "little Wilkins emphasized that he has
the demonstrations were given a point in having the responsibility been interested in the question of
state colleges.
At present student monies at great deal of faculty support at of running a college without the providing greater fiscal autonomy ,
authority to make budgetary "since even before the 1966
all of the state colleges are sent both schools.
(Continued on Page 3)
Trenton State featured rallies decisions.
directly to the Trenton offices of

Campus School To Ber Closed;
Phasing Completed By Sept. '70

Wilkins Favo rs

Chance llo r o f
Hig h er
Education Dungan speaking at
Commencement two years ago.

Dean 's Office
Issues Policy
On Records
A statement has been issued
from the office of the Dean of
Students concerning the personal
records of the student attending
Newark State.
The statement outlines the
various kinds of records that are
kept on each student: library
records, parking records ,
publications and department
records.
According to the statement,
" those records . . . thought of
w he n confide ntiali ty and
protection of the individual are
being discussed are the records
which are kept by the Registrar,
the Counseling Office, the Health
Offi ce, and t he Placement
Office."
The Registrar's record, which
contains the student's academic
record, is released, according to
the statement, "only at the
request of the student and not at
(Continued on Page 11)

Local Fiscal
Autonomy

Trenton, Paterson State Boycott
For Local Fiscal Autonomy
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Prague Analysis

Anatomy Of A Movement
By NICK JANKOWS~I
College Press Service

Six weeks before that day the Reality. So there is not the same
"Prague Radicals" began planning. eagerness to engage in open
PRAGUE (CPS) - There are
Dissatisfaction with the conflict with the government.
few similarities between the Czech Dubcek regime had been growing And the consequences of a tangle
student movement and the since August. Students and the with the Reality were noted in
Movement in America. There is no general public were upset over the August.
war in Vietnam for the Czechs. secret meetings with the Russians,
Some people were dissatisfied
They have a draft. but it does not the withholding of information on with Dubcek, Svoboda, and crew.
bother them. Their educational negotiations, and the threat of At the time of the strike a
system is archaic , but no one increased censorship in the press. minority student faction was
seems to mind. There are strong Others were distrubed that pushing for a public
Old Nancy Thompson Library facilities provide rest and
reasons
for dropping out of Czech Smrkovsky, one of the eight denouncement of these men. The
relaxation for weary Newark State students.
society, but no one does.
members of the Central effort failed to rally much support
Committee of the Czechoslovak for issuance of a declaration, but
The most immediate and Communist party and a
it did clear the way for a later
significant reason for these "progressive," was not invited to
differentation between
differences is the presence of the attend the meeting in Kiev
personalities and issues.
Russians. The reality of that between the Committee and the
presence pervades every move , Russians. People felt a foreboding
Earlier this year, at the height
"Newark State College can extra funds are available for every action by Czechoslovaks. in the air.
of the Smrkovsky controversy,
now boast the largest recreational additional equipment and repairs. For some students it is cause for
The motivations for student Prague radicals concluded that he
facilities of the 6 state colleges," All profit gained will go directly action. Most recently , it meant action were clear. The methods was not worth a strike . But the
suicide by fire for Jan Palach. For were not so. Prague radicals opted issues underlying his removal were
stated Jim Jandrowitz , Assistant back into the rec. room.
The other room, the. Browsing others, it is reason to . remain for a mass demonstration through more important. These issues Student Activities Director
quiet , to support "our leaders." the streets of Prague , Bratislava , the clandestine maneuver to oust
An excess oi $40,000 has been area, ·encompasses an entire scope
The
Czech student movement and other university towns. More a governmental official and the
of
entertainment.
Newspapers
and
spent on furniture and
vacillates between these feelings. conservative students hesitated unannounced agreements with the
magazines
available
will
be
recreational facilities at four
Their movement is young, born about a demonstration because of Russians over the management of
locat ions on campus. These covering a span of interest from
monies were allotted from the New York Times to the Los a year ago and making its debut the warnings issued by Dubcek the country - were clearly worth
Angeles Free Press. In addition , an into politics Nov. 17. That day is and fear of conftontation with the a fight.
Student Co-op and State funds.
assortment of panoramic remembered in Czechoslovakia as Czech police. They argued that
As it turned out, On Jan. 13,
The College Center houses a pamphlets and poetry books are International Students Day - the with a blood bath , the Smrkovsky voluntarily accepted a
large and well furnished T.V. at the students' disposal. For moment in history the Nazis government would likely crumble lower level post, in deference to a
room with wall-to-wall carpeting. listening interest a programmed . closed the universities 29 years and the Russians would inevitably progressive Slovak, Peter Colotka,
The adjacent Hex Room has been stereo-recorder has been ago . In 1968, that day was the step in with their personal for the position of chairman.
refurnished as a multi-purpose purchased.
inception of a three-day national replacements. The Prague radicals .
The movement at that moment
conference room.
Getting away from the noise student strike. It was the most accepted these objections against lost its vehicle for protest. But
The old Nancy Thompson and havoc of the Student Center, significant political action by a demonstration.
there are always other vehicles;
Library has been converted to a Jim Jandrowitz hoped that the Czech students in twenty years.
Simple acceptance of the the fifteen-member student
recreational center with 5 pool en tire scope of recreational
The reasons for the November reasons against a demonstration suicide ring is that vehicle now.
tables, one specifically designed facilities now offered, will, strike centered around frustration hardly seems very radical . Bu t the
Americans reading the Western
for women, and 3 shuffleboards. "provide a quiet re laxed over the country's political values and definitions used in p re ss may have noticed a
Students will pay only for the atmosphere and alleviate the sit uation and the desire of America do not fit so neatly into surprising absence or violence ·
privilege of playing pool as no conjestion at the Center."
students to do something about it. Czechoslovakia. The situations are from most of the actions occuring
immensely different. The enemy during Aug ust. One British
of the Czech students is not as pacifist weekly, PEACE NEWS,
much a repressive , unresponsive exaggerated this phenomenon to
government as is the case in the extent that the Czech people
America. Rather, the enemy is
(Co ntinu ed o n Page 7)

Old library Becomes
Recreation Center

For Bia ck, Education Is
A Parallel Revolution

By VERNON TURNER
College Press Service

NEW YORK (CPS) - They sit in
front of their television sets and
watch the Six O'Clock Report.
Having digested the latest news ,
they read the paper before retiring
to the den with a martini and a
good book. They are "experts" on
Black Power, who have read every
piece of copy about it· since the
first sweet little old lady fainted
at the thought of possible
violence.
They conjure up images of
enraged "niggers " running
through city street5' with bloody ,
black fists slamming into the flesh
of a '. sickly white chap. They
inform their friends about what
should be done to appease the
"Negroes" before they get out of
hand.
The White Black Power expert
can describe graphically a
"typical" black social gathering to
his nervous audience. He talks
ab out a heavily flanked ,
African-garb ed speaker who
appeared at his son's college t o
incite the black students to do
"violence":
"A Diploma?" he cried. "You
need a gun and a black mind ...
Stomp the honky! Send him to
the God he talks about so
much ... Look out whitey! Black
Power's gonna get your
momma . ._."

These "experts" have been
hoodwinked into thinking the
Black Power movement has no
purpose but the violent overthrow
of government. Poor press
coverage has failed to tell them
how these forces have served to
awaken black people.
When a person is awake and
aware , he can see his condition.
He can do something to correct
that condition of react violently
against that which caused it. Once
he has been made aware of his
position by those who are called
"militants," he is on his way to
changing that position.
Throughout the · black
communities of America, there is
a tremendous new awareness that
skills and talents must be turned
toward the betterment of the
race . There is awareness of
education as a means of personal
and group elevation.
Many churches have begun
tutoring projects and voter drives.
Black bookshops are opened
dealing in literature and art.
Theatre groups deal with the
school crisis and other public
events. Singer James Brown does
lyrics about black pride and
exhorts teenagers to "stay in
school."
In fact , there is a whole parallel
revolution among black people
wh o are not militants in the usual
sense of the word.

Black students in universities
and colleges are part of that
revolution. Many are there to
develop their talents and pour
them back into the community .
Frank Mitchell is an example.
He is 21 years old and majoring in
art.
"We artists have been taught
for years to convey human beauty
i n terms dictated by white
features ," he says. " My work will
relate beauty in terms of our own
people , to stimulate a greater
pride in being black. Many black
artists are already doing great
work in this respect." Mitchell
wants to teach art in the public
schools.
Carmello Rodriguez plans to be
a high school guidance counselor.
"Too many kids ," he says , get
General Diplomas and discover
later that they need something
better. I want to make sure that as
many black and Puerto Rican kids
as possible go academic or
commercial - it's. the only way
fo r them to get ahead. I will also
make sure that they fi nd out
about college programs which give
remedial training."
Joan Sellers is\ studying child
psychology because "it will enable
me to direct parents who
unknowingly cause their child to
grow up with a complex. Many of
them use the phrase "not white" ,
(Continued on Page 6)

Schedu.le of Events
Schedule of events for the week beginning February 8th
Date

Events

Place

ART SHOW EVERY DAY IN THE LITTLE GALLERY
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8th
8:00-12:00 p.m. Social Committee Mixer
Snack Bar
Little Theatre
8:00-4 :30
Classroom Renaissance
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9th
7 :45-10:00
Movie: Zorba the Greek
Theatre for the
Performing Arts
5 :00-8 :00
Alpha Phi Omega dinner
Fae. Dining Room
3 :00-5 :30
Alpha Phi Omega induction Downs Hall Room A
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10th ALL WEEK
9:15-3:15
Alpha Phi Omega Book
Little Theatre
Exchange
7:00-10:00
Aleithian Society
Hex Room
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11th
7:00-10:00
Festival Chorus
Little Theatre
Hex Room
7 :00-10:00
Chi Delta Meeting
Sloan Lounge
7:30-9:00
Graduate Student
Conference
Theatre fo r the
12: 15-4 :30
Theatre Guild
Performing Arts
1:40-2:45
English Club
Willis Hall
WEDNESDAY , FEBRUARY 12th
9 :00-4 :00
Placement Interviews
Activities Bldg. A&B
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13th
9: 00-4:00
Placement Interviews
Activities Bldg. A&B
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14th
9 :25-3 :05
Classroom Renaissance
Little Theatre
5:00-9:00
Council Meeting
Hex Room
Evening
Senior Dance
Manor , West Orange
9:00-4:00
Placement Interviews
Activities Bldg. A&B

·-

SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 15th
Graduate Comprehensive
Exam

8:30-1 :00

Little Theatre

February 6, 1969

Visiting Students At N.S. C.
Attend Conferences, Trips
By Beverly Craig

The college's three visiting
students have been very busy over
the last month by attending
conferences, taking trips , and
participating in discussion groups.
Over Thanksgiving, Helen
Barbas of Cypress, Wren Hunt of
Antigua , and Constantinas
Tsentos of Greece went to Niagara
Falls for four days. They
participated in a program
sponsored by a campus assistance
group called World Association
for Travel
Also in November, they were
invited and attended the
International Weekend at Douglas
College. Most of the nation 's
colleges and almost every country
were represented there.
More recently, they
participated in a discussion social
sponsored by the Foreign
Students Committee. The all
college get-together featured
topics ranging from holiday
customs abroad, world opinion of
the U.S. , and what the Greek
people think of Ari and Jackie.
The spring semester looks like
even more action for our guests.
More trips and college awareness

Page3
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socials are planned to be great
successes.
The Foreign Students
Committee is a special committee
of the Student Organization. Its
main activities are inviting foreign
guests to NSC, planning activities
which have international flavor,
and just having fun. The next
meeting of the committee will be

on Tuesday, Feb. 11 , at 2 PM
(during the free hour) in the
Whiteman Hall informal lounge.
You don't get free meals , trips or
anything like that for being a
member of the committee, but if
social awareness, school service ,
and satisfaction are your bag, you
are sincerely and cordially invited
to attend our next meeting.

Paper Mill Playhouse

." Lamp at Midnight''
By Sue Stein

"Lamp at Midnight" recently
presented at the Paper Mill
Playhouse in Millburn, dramatizes
the story of the 17th century
astronomer, Galileo Galilei.
Galileo , portrayed by Morris
Carnovsky, is torn by an
unyielding society. He could not
compromise either his science or
his religion.
Amidst 1he pervading darkness
of ignorance and superstition,
Galileo is the solitary light. as
stated in the title "Lamp at
Midnight." Although the analogy
is very familiar , as is much of the
script, the dramatization is
meaningful and engrossing.
Galileo , the inventor of the
telescope , discovered that the
earth moved around the earth
moved around the sun. This
created a great furor among the
Church scientists who taught that
the earth, and thus man, was the
center of the universe. They
argued with Galileo, but since his
facts were so strong, the
"scientific" Cardinals could only
argue on the basis of religion and
faith.
One o( the most poignant parts

Last week a Civil Aeronautics
should be abolishe d . The
discounts are "unfairly
discriminatory" against over-21
passengers.
The discount-fare case was
triggered by complaints from
National TraiJways Bus System
and TCO Industries Inc. At first
the CAB upheld the youth fares as
legitimate _way to promote
business , but last year a court
order required the CAB to
investigate the fares.
A long investigation lead to an
83 page report in which U.S.
airlines split 14-10 in favor of
youth discounts.
Youth-fare advocated argued
that discounts spur air travel by
young people and fill empty seats
on airplanes. Mr. Present stated,
"It will not be through
discriminating fares that the
airlines will generate the traffic
and revenues needed to support
the operation or larger aircraft."
The youth fares offered by major
airlines have some blackout
restrictions generally over

Notice
A dance will be presented by
the Newark State College
Social Committee on Saturday,
February 8, from 8:00 PM
until midnight in the Snack Bar
of the College Center.

All NSC -students will be
admitted free, upon
presentation of an ID card.
Students from other colleges
are very welcome and will need
an ID card and $LOO.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE
Martin 6 String Guitar - $120
VEGA FR-5 Banjo - $50
Inquire Box 868
Need money ; money talks. Will
Compromise on Body Sale.

MODERN DANCE CLUB
invited new
members to join for
Spring Semester
Monday , Feb. 10, 6:00
Dance Studio
ADDITIONAL TUTORS
NEEDED
Sign up in the
S.C.A.T.E. office

Here lies the tragic theme of
playwright Barrie Stavis. He
portrays Galileo as a unique man
whose ideas are scorned by his
contemporaries, although he
longed to help them. It took long
years before he and his work were
accepted. Stavis has written a
series of plays, JOHN BROWN,
JOE HILL, and JOSEPH, based
on the very same theme .

(Continued from Page 1)

Higher Education Act," and that
he wholeheartedly supports the
action of the other presidents.
President Wilkins negotiated
with several state legislators in
holidays and only on a standby savings in travel time and comfort. Trenton with regard to the
basis.
A student in New York City possibility of the six state colleges
obtaining the Policies of fiscal
According to Present the can ride the bus to Atlanta for
courts have made it "plain the $29.35 and 21 hours of bus time . autonomy which are in effect at
rule of equality is paramount." He A flight costs $3 less on an airline Rutgers University and Newark
said he interpreted this rule to offering a SO percent youth fare , College of Engineering.
Dr. Wilkins explained that the
mean that fares shall be offered or only $11 more at the
on an equal basis to everyone. two-thirds fare on others. The state colleges are forced to obtain
Unless the board decides to review flight takes less than two hours, approval from the Budget Office
the decision it will become and features stewardesses and for all transfers of funds and
minor purchases, and that the
effective in 30 days.
refreshments.
, Despite recommending youth
The advantages of air travel are president is able to hire professors
fares be cancelled, Present did rule obvious, even to bus line officials. at only the first level of the
that discounts are reasonable to Concerned that students are no pay-scale and that all higher paid
airline costs and profits have been longer left the driving (and professors must be approved by
gained. The number of youth-fare profits) to them but to the the State Board. In addition , long
passengers on domestic operations airlines, they challenged youth delays in building college facilities
has jumped 3.7 million from 2.1 fares. Leading the fight was an d in issuing catalogs and
materials are precipitated because
million reported 2 years ago.
TraiJways Bus System.
The board's action eventually
A court order required the the state colleges must obtain bids
could affect other discount fares Civil Aeronautics Board to listen for such work and the contract
such as those offered to families to the bus companies' complaints, must be awarded to the lowest
traveling by air.
and last week a CAB examiner bidder.
Proposed legislation, S-306,
--ruled that the youth fares are
College Press Sernce
indeed discriminatory against sponsored by the New Jersey
Education Association , would give
WASHINGTON (CPS) - Students adult passengers who must pay
greater
autonomy to boards of
and others who are low on cash full fares.
trustees,
college administrators ,
have usually relied on buses for
Under CAB procedure, the
interstate transportation. But cut-rate fares will be abolished and faculty members.
At the present time , trustees
since 1966, young people have unless a petition requesting a
are
not pmitted to control salary
realized they could fly for about review of the decision is filed by
policies or expenditures, enter
the same cost, with a tremendous
(Continued on Page 6)
.-----------------------------m_
· _t_o_c_o_n_tr_a_c_ts_
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Hail to the Whales
who
protected us from the Bears
and the Wolves and the Ducks.
- The six.

However , Galileo found a deep
loyalty and belief in his ideas
from his friend Sacredo Nicolini.
Played by Durward McDonald,
Sacredo implored Galileo to flee
to England where he would be
free to do his scientific work. But
Galileo was firm. He would not
leave his Church in Rome. "Is
there no logic?" cried Galileo. He
wanted his Church to accept and
benefit by his work.

Wilkins Favors Aut~nomy

Newark State College's Visiting Student.

Youth Fare Airline Tickets
Might Be Abolished By CAB
Board examiner, Arthur Present,
tu\ed that youth fare discounts

of the play occurs when the chief
Inquisitor, Father Firenzuela,
pushes Galileo to the breaking
point, and forces him to recant as
a heretic. He uses a 17th century
form of brainwashing as he uses
arguments of religious faith in his
attack against Galileo's scientific
facts .

1965 Olds Jetstar Convertible
P/S , P/B, R/H New tires &
Brakes. Snow tires included.
White Black Top , Blackvinyi
interior. 41 ,000 original
mileage. Sacrifice at $975.00 .
Dr. J. Hiller - Child Study
Center - Ext. 327
FOR SALE
Fender Jaguar Guitar
Like New
Call 6~3-6580

purchase lands , building
equipment, materials and supplies.
President Wilkins believes that,
although some interest has been
evidenced in S-306, a new fiscal
autonomy bi\\ , S-'256, will
generate even gre.ater support. Ht,
pointed out that both Governor
Richard Hughes and Chancellor of
Higher Education , Ralph Dungan
approve S-256 and are urging its
passage.
S-256 is sponsored by State
Senators : White , Coffey , Hauser
and Bateman and Assemblyman
McDonough.
President Wilkins feels that ,
although there has been progress
since the H gher Education Act, it
seems that "we are still right back
under the budget department."
He predicted that the
individuals who are concerned
with higher education in New
Jersey will join in either
supporting S-2 S 6, or in
recommending a new bill to
provide for fiscal autonomy in
state colleges.
"At any rate ," stated Dr.
Wilkins, " something will happen
this year."
The State Budget Office
opposes any change towa d
greater autonomy , and, in fac.t,
hopes eventually to modify the
fiscal autonomy which is
extended to Rutgers University.
The N.S.C. president cited as
"immature " the boycotts in
support of i ncreased fiscal
autonomy at Paterson and
Trenton State Colleges.
President: . Wilkins urges all
(Co ntini)~ on Page 11)

Notice
Absentee Ballots are now available
in the Student Council Office.
Deadline is February 13. All
students who will be off campus
from March 1 to April 30 may
pick up an absentee ballot to vote
in the student elections.
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"Truth cannot be Jorces but must be allowed to plead /or itself,"
.
'

Times Are
A Changin'
The Faculty Senate - has recently
approved the institution of a major in social
welfare , in addition to majors in speech and
he a ring , chemistry-physics . philosophy ,
urban studies and political science.
This newest move is yet another step for
Newark State away from the concept of the
" teacher-training institution" and into fields
that offer wider, more profound , and more
relevant courses of study.
The directions that these changes have
pursued are equally significant. A major in
social welfare , according to Dr. Hennings,
the "first professional major outside of
teaching," while it comes lat e, comes not
too late to provide not only a way of life but
a way of thinking for students involved with
the problems of a m odern societ y.
The proposals of m ajors in speech an d
hearing, chemistry-physics , philosophy, and
political science reflect an attitude of the
Curriculum Committee and the Facult y
Senat e that coincide with progress and
growth with not only the institution bu t
with the student as an individual.
In 1958, Newark State moved from
urban Newark to settle in these suburban
surroundings. To some , this has not only
been a physical desertion but a spiritual one
as well. Until recently, few, if any, courses
were offered that studied the problems of
the inner city and the children who have
grown up with these problems. Students
were discouraged from practice teaching in
such situations, and were given little or no
encouragement when they expressed a desire
to do so.
Changes in this area have begun to occur.
Isolated courses have begun to be added to
the roster ; proposed courses include "Crime
and Delenquency ," and "Urban Sociology ;"
and an EEO program was initiated last
summer. The major in urban studies is an
additional , hopeful gratifying step.
Another improvement that perhaps is
more an attitudinal about-face than an
actual curriculum change comes with the
consideration of offering a minor is
secondary education, but the major being in

the actual course of study. The emphasis
suddenly is producing a graduate steeped in
English or history or science who cannot
help but transmit his knowledge to others ,
rather than an education major who happens
to be teaching English, history, or science.
Attitudinal, yes, but the effect could be
monumental.
Dr. Hennings stated that students
demand has proved the " rationale" for both
the major in political science and
ch emistry-physics. Students never stop
complaining about required courses and
electives as " stupid , ridiculous, and a waste
of time ." COmplaining accomplishes
nothing ; but if students are really interested
in widening the range of courses, suggestions
to the Curriculum Committee could effect
such a change.
In the n ear future , these curriculum
proposals will come before the Board o f
Tru st ees o f Newark State and the
Department of Higher Ed ucat ion in Trenton.
T hey m ust be -passed by both these bodies.
Failure to do so could result in the
impairment of academics at this institution .

Grade

Posting

Last Spring semester, students waited for
what seemed like an eternity for their final
grades, and many students ran into problems
with summer school as a result.
The Student Organization worked out a
procedure with the faculty and
administration for the posting of grades at
the end of the semester; a program that was
conveintly adopted, using the existing class
roster forms issued to each professor. This
semester the long overdue posting of grades
was accomplished. Bravo to all concerned.
However, (and why must there always be an
however) many grades were posted a week
late and some were never posted. For years
students have been told that final grades
were due 48 hours after exams. If this myth
is true, why were they posted ~o late?
Granted, one week late is better than a
month late, but let's try to remove all the
"bugs" and try for a more efficient posting
of grades next semester.

To The Editor :
A short time ago , a friend of
mine , who is a prominent member
of the Newark State Student
body, gifted me with a copy of
the INDEPENDENT.
Being a sportswriter for the
Syracuse University Daily Orange,
I was especially impressed with
your fine sports section. I realize
there can be no fair comparison
between our two papers as the DO
is published five times weekly.
Nevertheless, the depth in
which the INDEPENDENT covers
the sports scene at Statt: in
nothing short of remarkable
objective reporting. My hands
quivered in awe when I read the
account of the Chi-Tau blood
battle for the campus football
champion.
However, one thing puzzled
me . The headlines, pictures, and
story all seemed to point to a
glorious victory for the Tau
squad. Even though J had never
seen the Tau's in action, I felt my
chest swell with pride when J read
of their Herculean effort in ending
the Chi shutout string. But then
my bubble of elation was brutally
shattered when J noticed in the
small print that Chi had outscored
Tau 14-7.
Chi wins, but I read Tau, Tau,
Tau. I wonder why you don't call
it the Tau Tribune?
ED AGRANOWITZ

No Directory

be printed by the fraternity in
question . After seeing the
tremendous job the council has
NOT done in getting the directory
out on time , maybe some of the
Greek organizations on campus
could do a better job.
Thank you,
BEN WASSERMAN,
Junior Class Council
Representative.

Gabbing
To The Editor :
Over the past several weeks I
have been doing research at the
Newark State library. In my
experiences at the library I have
found that the building is
doubling as a kind of social
gathering place where groups of
gabbing girls gather to compete
with the noise level of the
photocopy machin es. The
photocopy machines are fairly
noisy and would probably be very
disturbing were it not for the fact
that the chatter of the girls
effectively drowns out any type
of noise in the library. Perhaps a
special room for noisy machines
an d over-talkative girls is needed
at the Newark State library.
Thank yo u,
NICHOLAS C. ROMANO
(Rutgers graduate student)

Recognition
To The Editor:

As a result of deep seeded
professional convictions and warm
Every year , the Student feelings toward the college
Council attempts to get out the community, I would like to
Student Directory as soon as strongly recommend that the
possible. Last September, when Alpha Phi Omega fraternity be, in
one of the fraternities wanted to the democratic tradition ,
publish the Directory as a service recognized as a functional unit
project , Student Council defeated within our total college
the motion. The fraternity felt community. It is indeed
that by publishing the directory , particularly important, during
it would save the student council these difficult and troubled times
some time . However, Council that we bring full resources to
stated that 'it took no time or any bear the multiplicity of problems
real work; all they had to do was that confront us. It seems to me
take the master list of students to that a fraternity that is dedicated
the printers. Well, here it is to service of the total community
February, and once again, just like should receive the highest degree
of overwhelming support to assist
last year, NO directory.
As a member of the Student
(Continued on Page 8)
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Council Votes To
Subsidize Art Show

Is Big Brother
Coming Of Age?
By: DOROTHY ASMUND

In September and January of
each year, all students are invited
to a gala reception that will
introduce them to their beloved
" system ". Th e ir host will
welcome all changes in class
scheduling, but he requests
everyone to take a number and to
wait their turn . There will be no
guarantee of changes, but after
five or six hours of waiting you
may be glad just to be able to
leave. He will receive no
complaints about not receiving
first choice "elective" courses;
that is against the rules. Any
changes after this one-day
reception are out of order.

But I thought the "system"
was designed for the STUDENTS'
convenience. Wasn't that the
original purpose? Could it be our
" Big Brother" is corning of age?
He seems to be getting a mind of
his own , and one that doesn ' t
much care about people. He dulls their brains with rules and
regulations , producing a powerless
apathy upon which he feeds. With
dulled minds they crave other
"systems" to order their lives.
Why did Wallace get so many

votes and why did Nixon win.
Were they not advocates of "law
and order"?
Qur economic system, the
grand daddy of all our little
.

.

systems must live not oruy on our
apathy , but on our persistent
monumental waste. Without
waste, it cannot survive. There is
waste in money , natural resources ,
material goods , food , but saddest
of all is the waste in human
resources. We are told as
prospective teachers to encourage
creativity in our pupils. Why? Is it
ever used for anything other than
furthering more waste to sponsor
greater competition between
identical products? Is there any
pure science, or pure art, or pure
anything anymore? Why must
everything have its price? Perhaps
we have traded our soul for
affluent living? If this is the case,
must education be a party to it?

Meanwhile, back in the
classroom we are serenely
memorizing historical events and ·
magic formulas , taking "how to
teach" courses, and solving
problems already solved. But ~
where are the problems that

to the National Student
Association's conference on legal
rights which will be held in St.
Louis , Mo. Both students are
members of the Council's
committee on due process. This
committee is drawing up a policy
report on due process for students

Youth Fare
(Continued from Page 3)

Feb. 22. Major airlines , and
possible the National Student
Association, are expected to file
such a petition.
American Airlines, which
originated youth fare , believes the
fares encourage air travel and
should not be dropped. Thirteen
other carriers supported youth
fare and 10 either opposed them
or didn't take a position during
the CAB investigation.
The decision, filed by CAB
examiner Arthur S. Present, held
that fares generally should be
offered on an equal basis. He
rejected the argument that the
low fares were needed to generate
air travel by young people and to
fill empty seats.
_

:ttHtttttttttttHtttHttttttH::
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News Analysis

Where Is SDS?
Bv DAVID GLAZIER
CPS - Student
Organization News

The Student Council voted on
January 10 to appropriate $1 ,500
haven't been solved yet, or am I to subsidize a mixed media art
to believe we have solved them show to be held here this spring.
all? Perhaps "Big Brother" is Plans are being formulated by Mr.
dictating to us his educational Charles Burger of the fine arts
formulas of mostly memorization department. A professional New
courses to prepare us for "Fun York Company will present the
City, U.S.A." to insure his robust show, probably in April.
health. To c
.
lli
.
President Price told Council
ioster mte gence 1s that the 1969-70 college catalogue
suicide.
will include the names of
professors that teach individual
Maybe the reason we have not
courses. The Administration acted
been able to get out of this rut is
in response to Council's petition
because we have not been able to to list the professors of courses in
foster an atmosphere for creative, the catalogue . Council hoped to
innovative thought. Its elements aid students in selecting electives.
The Council in an acclamation
are love and respect, critical
thought , communication, purpose vote of 36-0, also approved the
and community spirit. Without financial proposal for the planned
football team at the college. The
these , we ·really are doomed.
entire Student Council was
It is not my purpose in this and informed of the progress of the
. bet ween Council
my succeeding essays to advocate all -day mee t mg
reform by threats and ultimatims officers, Finance Board members ,
of revolt and violence . I am an members of the MAA, and
extremely idealistic person whose administration officials.
main purpose is to give
Student Council members also
impressions, ideas and thoughts voted to send vice-president Paul
relating to the problem of reform. Matos and Bob Wieman, a senior

meted out for this kind of
activism would be so severe.

High school students and poor
people
mightrespond favorably to
(CPS)
Students for a
Democratic Society leaders at a SDS, since the former are
recent National Council meeting experiencing growing
in Ann Arbor, were divided over dissatisfaction with the system
the value of a p ubli c and the schools themselves are
demonstration - at Richard ripe for revolution. SDS already
Nixon's inauguration later this has a foothold in some New York
City and California high schools.
month.
Poverty groups , discouraged with
Those in favor claimed chaotic and inadequate welfare
participating in the demonstration programs , have already been
would gain national attention for organizing and demonstrating for
the organization and would point several years.
up the continuing illegitimacy of
The working class, an integral
America's leaders. Those opposed
part
of SDS slogans, could prove a
believed it is senseless and, even
worse, antagonistic to the class of harder nut to crack. Except for
people SDS wishes to attract to its amrginal workers in agriculture
and other poor-paying light
cause.
industries organized American
Those for abstinence won out; labor is married to the
SDS as an organization will not Establishment.
support the inauguration protest ,
although members are free to
Underlying the idea of moving
attend and participate.
off campus is the feeling among
Which brings the argument SDS people that the
around to a question of direction. organization's growth was slowed
down by President Johnson's
SDS wants to extend its activism
to the working classes, the poor, peace moves. With the war in
Vietnam apparently headed for
high school students and the U.S.
some
kind of solution, SDS wants
Army. Programs for such an
to insure its future by attaching
undertaking have not yet been
itself to a class in order to take
formulated, although members
root as a permanent political and
ubducated they would use
social movement.
methods involving direct contact.
It is an implied acceptance of
This means SDS would drop its
revolutionary belief that students
opposition to the draft and, once
are transients within the class
its members were in uniform, structure who can provide
would undermine the military
leadership for the oppressed.
structure from within. The
. But does it mean the task of
suggestion was not warmly
changing the university will fall
receive d at the · convention,
into the hands of lesser radicals?
perhaps because the penalties
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AH-College ASsembly Addresses
Camp us Problems and Changes
By Dianne Arminio

The first Student Organization
All-College Assembly for this year
was held Thrusday, January 9, in
the Theatre for the Performing
Arts.
In attendance at this council
were the Executive Board of
Student Organization , headed by
Bill Price ; the Junior, Sophomore
and Senior class presidents ; and
Eugene G. Wilkins , Herbert W.
Samenfeld, John S. Korley,
Jacques H. Loeliger, Robert
Polglaze , Alton D. O'Brien and
Joseph A. Vitale.
Mr. Ko rely , Director of
Business Services, addressed the
assembly first , with a progress
report on the Newark State
Security Force. Mr . .Korley told
the assembly that lighting will be
installed around the Arts Building,
Downs Hall , and T.P.A., and the
parking areas ; fencing will
surround the athletic field , the
theatre and the parking areas ;
gates will be installed at all
entrances and exits (except at the
guard house) ; a communication
system through the use of
walkie-talkies would soon be in

effect, enabling the guards to
re p ort situations quickly to
"home base"; and finally , Mr.
Korley anno u nced that all
candidates for the Security Force
woul d undergo a training program
either at a police academy or with
the State Police.
Mr. Korley also mentioned that
the Force plans to inaugurate a
· committee, composed of students,
faculty and adm i nist r ative
personnel , to decide on action to
be taken in cas e s of
demonstrations , drunkeness or
illegal posting of posters.
Mr. Korley concluded by
saying, "The Security Force is
yours , ours and everybodies. The
program cannot be successful
until everybody here has a vested
interest."
Next , Bill Price , President of
Student Organization , stated two
of the achievements of the
Council for this year. One
innovation is the posting of grades
after exams outside the
department offices. Also, the
College Free Hour will be
lengthened to two free hours
beginning in September, 1969.

Election Policy Set;
Primaries On March 6
Election Dates
Student Organization Applications .. ... ... .......... ............... February 26-28
Student Organization Primaries ....... ........ ............ ...... ..... ........ .... March 6
All College Assembly ........... ....... ................ ..... ... .... .... ....... ....... March 11
Student Organization Finals .. ... ....................... .. .... ...... ...... ....... March 13
Class Officer Applications··········· ···· ····· ·······---············ · March 12-13
Class Officer Primaries............................... .............................. _lMarch 20
Class Officer Finals ........... ........ .............. .... .... .......................... March 27
Student Council Applications .. ... ............................. ............ March 26-28
Student Council Primaries ....... ............ ...................... .......... .......April 17
_Stud~nt Council Finals ....... ... .. .. ...... ...... ........ ........ .. ...... ...... ..... ..April 24

Primaries for the Executive
Board of the Student
Organization will be held March 6.
For those interested, applications
will be available in the Student
Organization office. Applications
for executive board positions
must be submitted between
February 26-28. The following
positions will be open : President ,
Vice President , Secretary ,
Assistant Secretary , and Assistant
Treasurer.
Requirements for the office of
President specify that the student
be a junior. Candidates for
vice-president can be either a
freshmen or sophomore. For the
office of secretary one must be a
sophomore or junior; for assistant
secretary, a freshmen or
sophomore , and for assistant
treasurer a freshmen.
Joan Getz, present secretary of
the Student Organization, says
"one has to have heart in his
work. Although the work is time
consuming, an attitude that you
want to work is necessary."
A newsletter compiling what
was done in previous semesters is
in the making. This will enable
students to see what the student
organization was doing and how
effective they were in carrying out
their plans.
· Absentee ballots may be
applied for by students who will
be off campus on Thursdays
between March I and April 30.
All absente~ ballots are available 1

in the Student Organization office
now. Applications must be in by
February 13.

The "highlight" of the
assembly was Eugene G. Wilkins',
President of Newark State ,
argument for Fiscal Autonomy .
Dr. Wilkins believes the six state
colleges should have the same
autonomy now extended to
Rutgers and Newark College of
Engineering. He emphasized that
with fiscal autonomy the college
could be run more economically,
e ffi c ie ntl y and w ith more
immediate use of funds "instead
of under the thumb of the
bureaucrats in Trenton."
Dr. Wilkins left the assembly
shortly after his talk to attend a
meeting in New Brunswick with
New Jersey senators to discuss the
matter.
Following Dr. Wilkins, Bill
Price spoke on the M.A.A. Hassle.
Mr . Price said that the
groundwork for a football team
had begun and that the
Student-Faculty Committee on
At hie tics should be directly
responsible for running the
athletic program here . . Also, he
said that the Athletic Director
should get a staff position instead
of being a teacher plus director , as
is the case now.
Mr. Price added that a
committee should be formed to
acquire a decent athletic program.
It should be concerned with
recruiting, acquiring new training
(Continued on Page 7)

GLAMOUR Magazines contestants pose at Informal Tea.

Glamour-ous Contestants
The final judging of
GLAMOUR MAGAZINE' s Top
Ten College Contest took place in
the college center last evening.
The girls were judged on a five
minute monologue on their
involvement in extra-academic
activities. and also on Fashion and
grooming.
The following students
participated in the contest , which
was sponsored on this campus by
the sisters of Nu Theta Chi
Sorority.
The girls are named beiow with
th e ir sponsoring organization :
Jackie Frank, Delta Sigma Pi;
Sandra Ann Fresulone, Lambda
Chi Rho ; Linda Carol Gialanella,
independent applicant ; Terna
Green , Pi Eta Sigma ; Suzanne
Herbst , Nu Sigma Tau; Andrea

Mitzak , Beta Delta Chi ; Gale
Mundy , Sigma Beta Chi ,
Genevieve Raudonia, Chi Delta ;
Patricia Rudy , Sigma Kappa Phi;
Karen Szymanski , WRA ; Regina
M. Tomasula, Rho Theta Tau ;
Wendy Sue Weiss, Kappa Epsilon ;
Hela Yungst , Omega Sigma Psi.
On January 7, the girls
attended an informal tea in the
College Center in order to meet
the judges and become acquainted
with each other.
The winner of the final judging
will have her name and
photograph submitted to
GLAMOUR to be judged on a
nationwide level.
The results of the final contest
will be announced in next week's
INDEPENDENT.

"What did you say
your name was?"

l~\\

For Blacks
(Co ntinued from Page 2)

for example , to imply that
because his skin is black, the child
must not Jove animals , throw
tantrums and demonstrate other
normal manifestations of
childhood."
Black students - skilled and
artistic people - are creating a
parallel revolution . They intend to
squeeze whatever they can out of
the institutions called "places of
learning" and fashion a tool with
which they can pry open a greater
store of knowledge. They intend
to put their skills back into their
communities to strengthen the
race from within. Like all artists ,
writers and people with talent,
they must "do their thing" for
their people.

.HE·L Pl ·
Earn between $20 - $35 per
week, working part time on
your campus. Become a campus representative for VISA,
an International Student Marketing Corporation. No selling
involved,
Contact

· VISA Sales Center
122S CONN ECTICUT AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, O. C. 200 3 6
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There must be a safer way to
girls. Lyckily for you , we put instructions on self-defense in every package
of Ha i Ka rate® After Sh ave a n d
Cologne . But even so, please be a little
careful _how you use it. A good social
life is fine, but the way you're going
you'll be too battered to enjoy it.
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Hai Karate-he careful how you use it. :::::.,;
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Prague ~alysis

Anatomy Of A Movement
(Continued from Page 2)

Price speaks before students at All-College Assembly.

All-College Assembly
.

(Continued from Page 6)

fields , more facilities , equipment
and a storage house .
Mr. Price next spoke on
another item needing change at
N.S.C., due process. He explained
that presently there is no
impartial board, no hearing board,
nor a method of due process at
this college. Mr. Price said there is
a committee, however, working to
alter this situation.

At the present time , anyone
involved with drugs should avoid
going to the Counseling Office.
Mr. Price said it is doubtful
whether or not the records kept in
such cases are confidential or not.
He has suggested that a one
faculty, two student member
board by initiated to devise a drug
policy at NSC.
After

Bill

Price

concluded,

questions were open to the floor.
Bob Byrnes, a Junior, directed
a complaint to the Finance Board
and to the INDEPENDENT. In
both cases, Mr. Byrnes feels that
the student body should elect the
Board members and the editors of
the newspaper , he reasoned, both
organizations directly effect the
student body. Therefore , the
student body should have the say
to whom runs the organizations.
Questions were also raised
son cern in g the tardiness in
clearing the parking lot after a

snowfall ; taking extra courses, and
choosing one's own schedule. And
Charles Bateman suggest~d having
a separate column in the
INDEPENDENT written by and
for black students.

were · made to look like the
long-awaited nonviolent army.
In fact , there is no discernible
strain of nonviolence running
through Czech history. There are
some historical circumstances
where nonviolence proved the
most pragmatic position. August
was the most recent instance; the
Nazi invasion was another. But
these instances in no way
exemplify a philosophical
attachment to pacifism. Violence
showed its face in recent
Czechoslovak history as much as
elsewhere in the world. •On Nov.
7 , the anniversary of the Russian
Revolution, some irritated Czechs
tore down Russian flags draped on
Czech buildings. And they burnt
them. The CZECH police , acting
under Czech government orders ,
brutally beat the people.

On Nov. 17, during the debate
over the strike versus the
Demonstration Dubcek had made
Approximately 200 to 250 it quite clear - as clear as Mayor
students attended the open Daley of Chicago - that he would
student council meeting.
not tolerate a demonstration.

Czech troops and tanks were
surrounding Prague in preparation
for the demonstration and for the
violence.

* * *
A remarkable characteristic of
the November strike was the
rapport it developed between
students and the public, the
professors , and the unions. Some
of these cooperative liaisons have
grown into strong alliances.
As the strike was churning
momentum , the " Action
Committee" doing the organizing
was telephoning all over the
country, attempting to coordinate
the event. When operators learned
that the Action Committee was
on the line they processed the call
free of charge , wishing them the
best of luck. On the second day of
the strike a cooperative farmers'
association brought in 7000 eggs
for the student strikers.
Professors almost unanimously
backed the strike., at minimum
through silent assension, but often
through participation and

Commission On Civ il Rights Says
Southern Integra tion Unchanged
(NJEA) How is school
integration progressing in the
South? "Very little meaningful
change has occurred," reports the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Movement is especially slow in
Alabama , says William L. Taylor,
longtime staff director for the
Commission. After a study of 16
Alabama counties, he found:
"Less than two black children in
100 are attending formerly all
white schools."
BelJamy, Ala. - a company
town operated by a can
manufacturer - has an all-black
public school , owned by the
company and leased back to the
board of education. Here's how
Taylor describes that school:
" It is a wooden structure with
seven rooms, each heated by a
pot-bellied stove and lighted by a

Cash for y our books
Up to 50% in cash paid
immediately.
NO WAITING
NO BARGAINING
Wednesday Feb 12
-and Thursday Feb 13
9am to 5pm

BOOK ·and S'-'PPLY STORE

leadership. The groovy ones
conducted "anti-seminars." As
expected, the medical school
professors a nd the aging
professors from other
departments were reluctant to risk
their positions and their "futures" ,
through participation in such an
affair. As for administrators, they
do not exist as such in
Czechoslovak unviersities
professors divide up the tasks.
The most significant
cooperation was between the
students and the workers . The
900,000-strong Metal Workers
Union issued a supportive
statement of the students' ten
demands. There were token work
stoppages throughout the
country. Some factories blew
their whistles to indicate support.
Since the strike, this
worker-student alliance has
strengthened into what may •
become an open opposition force
to the Czechoslovak government.
American students have never
developed a working relationship
with governmental authorties. Nor
have Czech students. But they
have at least communicated with
their country' s top leaders.
Student representatives met
frequently with Dubcek during
the strike. On Jan. 3 , students met
with Slovak Communist chief
Gustav Husak, the man behind the
anti-Smrkovsky campaign.

single bare bulb. The toilets are of schools of Butler County
outdoors more than 100 feet from testified that 12th-grade Negro
the building (as they are in almost , students in the accredited Negro
* * *
There is a semblance of student
all Negro houses owned by the high schools in his district
company) and on rainy days , the averaged four to six grades below unity in Czechoslovakia. Much of
it comes from the common
area between the school and the national achievement norms.
toilets becomes a sea of mud. The
"Lacking meaningful enemy . It also springs from the
only running water available is opportunity in their own absence of a political history.
from spigots outside the communities," Taylor predicts, There is , for example, no Young
building."
" Black Belt Alabama will be Socialist Alliance , no SDS, no
getting
bus tickets as a graduation Trotsky groups , no DuBois· clubs.
No white children attend this
present.
They will continue to
Even without ideological
school. "The white residents ,"
come
to
the
cities,
though
at
a
fact
ions, there are clear
says Taylor , "send their chilren by
bus to the county school in diminishing rate, with nothing to differences in approach tactics.
sell but their muscle and will to Ivan Reus, vice chairman of the
Livingston, 10 miles away."
student Youth Organization, is
The Clarke County school work."
This
concentrates
problems
in
conservative by Prague standards.
district has a school for whites
valued at $110,000. Its school for urban areas but solves nothing. "It H e was opposed to a
blacks is worth $750. Taylor is too much to expect of most demonstration during November.
asked the superintendent of black children," Taylor cautions, He was opposed to a strike over
schools why such a difference "that they can be isolated from Smrkovsky. And he stressed after
exists. The answer: ' 'It's a little the mainstream of society and not Jan Palach's immolation that he is
. · opposed to open conflict with the
something that we call democracy become bitter and alienated."
government.
and we think that it's worked
pretty well."
Prague radicals , on the other
hand, initially argued for a mass
To this , Taylor retorts: "The
demonstration in spite of
theory underlying local control of
Under the planning of government threats ; they were not
education is that it provides
diversity and choice. Where it President Joseph Oliva, the class enthusiastic about Smrkovsky as a
proivdes neither - but instead a of 1971 has announced its project leader, but took strong issue with
goals for the second semester. the procedure for his removal.
breeding ground for ignorance Prague radicals ahve been active in
They are:
it cannot be justified."
I. A Sophomore Class the creation of an extern; 1
Not only do the school
buildings differ vastly .in quality . Scholarship Fund - The executive pressure force to push for their
So do the educational programs board has received funds from a demands ; they are opposed to
inside the school. The systems are special class mixer to begin what they call the "unity of
separate, Taylor says , but by no formation of a class scholarship compromise."
The Czech student movement
fund. Scholarship recipients will
means are they equal.
In Eufala, Ala., for example , be determined by a faculty and/or is a movement yet untouched by
ideology. Tuer~ is no Marx, Lenin,
students in the white high school administration committee.
have the chance, on school time ,
2. A class semi-formal to be Debray, or Guevara on the' shelves
to get paid on-the-job training held at Weinlands Steak House in of the politic : student;. Mao
with the town's merchants , Springfield, 8 :30 P.M., March 8th. Tse-Tung is not Jitced, let alone
doctors, and hospitals. The black Bids will be available at the cost appreciated or read. There is one
copy of Marcuse's ONE
high school , says Taylor, does not of 10:00 per couple.
have a similar course, and, instead,
3. Carnival - Directed by DIMENSIONAL MAN in the
a trade-training program in c~hairrnan Jean Byrnes and country. The absence of work, by
carpentry and cabinet work, with Dave Lichtenstein, the class of western ideologues , is somewhat
understandable in a communist
no pay and no on-the-job training. 1971.
4 . A blazer committee has been country. But more appalling is the
''The achievement statistics
which emerge from these formed and is presently working scarcity of translated material
disparities are drearily familiar," on acquisition of class blazers and about the Russian Revolution,
he reports. "The superintendent colors.
(Continut!d on ~age 11)
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Junior Prom
English Club Tickets

_ More Sound and Fury
(Continued from Page 4)

in a mitigation of the various
problems that we face .
_
To care and to help is a very
noble expression. To bring this
possibility into full fruition is a
much desired attribute. There are
those individuals that gleam from
life a great deal if they have the
opportunity to be of service.
There are also those that, likewise,
reap much in the way of personal
rewards from the assistance that
others can give . This fraternity has
formalized a process that can
prove to be both fruitful and
desirable.
While I recognize there may be
some political impediments , I
would think that all people could
support a fraternity that conducts
such desirable activities as the
USED BOOK EXCHANGE. I
would professionally urge that
. this organization be. given full
democratic understandings so
desirable and necessary for the
continued growth of our college .
To me, this group functions in a
realistic and important way for
the benefit of all concerned.
Sincerely ,
DR. BENSON

Competition
To The Editor:
InyourissueofJanuary9you
print what can only be described
as a hard sell press release from
Alpha Phi Omega regarding its
book exchange. Not by any
stretch of the imagination can this
article be called a piece of
objective journalism reflecting
proper leg work, research an d
awareness of other similar
activities on 1,ampus.
Alpha Phi Omega collects a fee
for their service , therefore I
consider them as much a business
as the Book store, and yet the
Book store must pay cash for it's
ads while Alpha Phi Omega gets
about half a column plus a photo.
Since not a word appeared about
the opening, this fall, of a
virtually brand new campus
facility' I would say that one
campus business has been favored
over another.
I would like to point out that:
1. Over the last years the book
store, through a purchasing
agency , has offered three used
book buy backs a Year .
2 We oive up to 5001. of the
.
tr
io
original price in cash immediately.

3 · We buy back all books
currently in use nationally, and
not just the books for the new ·
seme ster.
.
4 .. The next buy back will be
held m the Bookst0re on Wednes.
February 1~ and Thursday, Feb.
14 - And agam on May 26 and May
27 ·
Very truly yours,
VINCENT T. PORCARO
.
Manager.

Elitel) '

3) I wou Id al so porn
· t ou t th at _
this paper is a combined effort of
the INDEPENDENT'S thirty-one
staff members of which (if I may
interpret the meaning of Master
Merce's word "elite" to mean
members of one single fraternity
The Engljsh Club will present
on campus) twenty-six are
its annual "Student Teaching
non-elities.
If it is your desire to improve Sound-off' on Tues. , Feb . 11
the literary content of our paper I during the College free hour in
suggest you take time away from room W 300. Senior English
the burden of being treasurer of majors who participated in the
the C.C.B., which is College Student Teaching Program this
Center Board for those of our fall will "clue in" underclassmen
3,560 students who don't attend about unusual experiences they
the monthly Sunday matinees in had while student teaching.
the Theatre for the Performing
All students and faculty
Arts, and spends some time
serving the entire student body, as members of Newark State are
is the aim of the INDEPENDENT. jnvited to attend this
Elitely yours, "Sound-off." This will be an
GREG YOUNG enjoyable and interesting
experience for all majors.

Sound-Off

To the Editor:
In answer to the letter entitled
"Disapproval", written by a
concerned Donald Merce, I feel
compelled to answer his charges
and ask a few questions of my
own in defense of all Newark
State students who are more
concerned with the betterment of
our college and not personal
glory.
This is the first letter to the
To the Editor:
editor that I have written since
I think it 's about time someone
enrolling at N.S.C. four years ago.
finally
commented on the warped
I only make this statement to
and distorted notions of Dave
point out that I receive no
Lichtenstein , the assistant
perverse pleasure in seeing my
feature -e ditor of the
own name in print, nor do I enjoy
assigning to the task of attempting INDEPENDENT.
to tear down the achievements of
In his column , "Crystal Clear",
organizations or individuals who
which should read "Dirty
are working toward what they feel
DiS t ortions" Lichtenstein thinks
to be the best interests of the
that he is JUST in thinking the
college community. I have
Nixon Republicans and
suffered through four years of Humphrey Democrats are not
reading the attacks of self-ego carrying on the American
boosters who yearn for the tradition of freedom fighting and
applause of spectating soap-box patriotism. I beg to differ with
vultures who ingest any bits of Mr. Lichtenstein. Mr. Humphrey
garbage that may fall short of has been the force behind many
target.
civil rights reforms as well as
pose
these
questions
to
many
accomplishments for justice
I
Master Merce :
in American labor problems.
l) Has there ever been 3 more
Mr. Nixon and Mr. Humphrey
absurd statement than the allusion are both dedicated men who have
that the college newspaper , which spent the greater part of their lives
is open to any literary working for a greater America.
contributions, has b een Iong How Mr. Lichtenstein can think
begging for additional reporters those part-time Thomas Jeffersons
and writers , and accepts letters (as he calls them) who were in
from all frustrated crusaders of Chicago last summer have more
the Holy Wars , is serving only the patriotism is ludicrous.
"group" that publishes it. I would
Mr. Lichtenstein should stop
hope that this "group" is open to trying to be so sensational in his
any assistance and suggestions in efforts to glorify the youth
reporting techniques from any revolution, and concentrate on
literary expert interested in giving commenting on the real workers
of his time and energies.
who help this country survive ,
2) Have personally, or do you instead of those part-time patriots
know of anyone, who except for and people like Eldrige Cleaver
lack of space , has had any whom he feels are worth his
.al
.al d
·t d .
opinion and comment.
controvers1 maten
epos1 e m
R
f II
h
, · 1 fiil f b
espect u y yours ,
t e ~ap~r s cucu ar e, or ear
CHRISTOPHER J MUZIKAR
that 1t rrught "make waves" .
·

Objection

Roten Galleries Present 2nd Annual
Exhibit Of Prints
Arts Majors
Workshop

An exhibition of original prints
by classic and contemporary
artists will be presented by
Ferdinand Roten Galleries of
Baltimore. Maryland, at Newark
State College-Bookstore Lobby,
Exhibition hours will be from
10am. - 7 pm. - February 17,
1969.
Prices range from $5 to $1000
with the majority priced under
$100. The exhibition includes
over 1000 original etchings,
lithographs and woodcuts by such
artists as Picasso, Chagall , Miro,
Goya , Renoir Baskin, Kollwitz
and many others. Also on display
_ will be a collection of outstanding
Western and Oriental manuscript
pages from works of the 13th 20th centuries.

NOTICE

A representative of the Roten
Galleries, Mr. Jim Price, will be
present at the exhibition to
answer any questions the public
may have regarding graphic art
and printmaking.
Established in 1932, Roten
Galleries has one of the largest
collections of graphic art in the
country . The firm operates its
main gallery at 123 West Mulberry
Street in Baltimore with other
Roten Galleries in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and at Brentano's
in Washington, D. C. Ferdinand
Roten Galleries specializes in
arranging exhibitions and sales of
original graphic at colleges,
universities and museums
throughout the country.
(Continued on Page 10)

The Senior Art Majors will be
presenting the Second Annual Art
Workshop in Al06 today. This
event was so successful last year
that it was decided to make it an
annual affair.
School systems where senior
art majors have. been student
teachers will be bringing groups of ·
children during the morning
{10-11 :30) and early afternoon
{I :15-2:30) to work and enjoy
themselves using a wide range of
art materials. From 3:00-5:00 the
senior art majors will be host to
the many cooperating teachers
and art supervisors. Campus
people are free to enter into this
experience throughout the day.

Junjor Prom tickets will go on
sale February 10 and will
continue through March 5,
according to Marlene Salemo,
Prom Chairman.
The Prom is scheduled for
March 14, 1969, to be held at the
Westmount Country Club, in West
Paterson, New Jersey.
A cocktail hour beginning at
8 :00 P.M. will be followed by
dinner , served at 9:00 P.M. to be
enjoyed in an atmosphere
portraying the "Twelfth of
Never."
Seating will be arranged when
the bids are purchased giving
priority to those who buy their
tickets first.

Further
forthcoming.

information

The INDEPENDENT needs reporters,
writers, copy staff, etc.

Fill out the form below and return it
to the INDEP~NDENT Office.
-

-

-

-

Name .

- - - - Detach Below - -

- -

-

- - - -

. . . . . . . . . . . . . M.B. No. . . .

Are you interested in wo rking on the INDEPENDENT
staff ... ..... writer ........ reporter ........ copy ........
Our problems and comments:
Parking ................................... •••
Security .................................... .
Drug Policy ............. . ....... .. ...... . ... .
75 minute periods ............................ .
Unlimited Cuts ............................... .
etc., etc., etc.

RING ORDERS
Class of 1969-1970
Friday 14th February
11 am to !-l:pm
Book and Supply Store
$10.00 deposit

is

•
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Off- Campus Graduate Course
. we lfiare OW"fiere
· d
In .Social
An off-campus course designed
to prepare college graduates . for
work in the field of social welfare
will be offered by Newark State
College , Union , this spring.
The course , "Orientation to
Public Welfare II ," is the second
in a series offered by the college's
Division of Field Services for
prospective workers in this field.
It will be taught at Plainfield High
School from 7:30 to IO P.M.
Wednesdays for 15 sessions,
beginn i ng February 5.
Registration will be at the first
session. There is no pre-requisite
other than a bachelor's degree .
" This course is offered as a
community service to provide
training in an area that is in urgent
need of professional workers ,"
points o ut Mr. Charles J.
Lon ga cr e , director of field
services. Dr. Nellie D. Stone , a
professor in the Department of
Special Education and director of
the Evaluation Clinic, a diagnostic
facility at the college's Child

Page 9
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Study Center, is coordinator of
the series.
The course will be taught by
Mr. Henry C. Douma, assistant
professor of special education and
a social worker in the Child Study
Center. He obtained his master's
degree in social work from the
University of Michigan, where he
studied under Wilber J. Cohen,
former Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare , in the
Johnson administration. He has
worked in child welfare, child
guidance and in the field of
mental retardation.

The course will focus on
problems of poverty and emerging
issues and dilemmas in public
welfare, child welfare , antipoverty
and rehabilitation. Mr. Douma
will contrast the nature of the
poor with the public image of the
poor and discuss welfare as cost
and investment, the effect of
urbanization , areas of federal and
local responsibility and the roles
of personal incentive , education,
rehabilitation and public funds in
alleviating poverty.
Further information about this
program can be obtained by

Bookmobile To Arrive
At Campus School

Elementary school children
and their parents and teachers will
be able to buy hardcover and
paperback books from a selection
of some 1,300 titles from leading
publishers when a bookmobile
arrives at the Campus School,
Newark State College, Union ,
Thursday, February 13 and
Friday, February 14.
The 280-square foot book
store on wheels will be stationed
on the Campus School parking lot
from 8 :30 a.m. to 3 :30 p.m. both
days and from 6 to 8 p.m. the
calling Mrs. Mary Slavitt of the
Division of Field _Ser:vices or Mr.
Douma at the college.

Thursday of the sale. Categories ,
will include fiction and
non-fiction, animal stories, fairy
tales and picture books all geared
to the elementary level.
According to Mrs. Madelyn c.
Johnson , Campus School
librarian, the trailer in itself is an
interesting sight to behold. " It's a
marvelous opportunity for
children and parents to build a
child' s h ome lib rary ,,, says Mrs.
Johnson.
The annual fund-raising event
is being sponsored by the Campus
School Association of Parents and
Teachers . Chairman is Mrs.
William Emery.

•

•

Thesbians
To Compete

For Awards
The New Jersey Drama
competition of the National
Society of Arts and Letters will be
held at the Paper Mill Playhouse

Does it really work?

on Sunday, February 23, 1969,

beginning at 10:00 in the
morning.
A panel of judges is being
assembled and will include some
distinguished names in the
theatre , from New York as well as
New Jersey. The winner of the
New Jersey competition will
receive a $300 cash award and
expenses for the National
Competition to be held in
Pittsburgh, Pa., and be eligible for
the National Career Award of
$1 ,000. The second place winner
will receive $100 and the third
place, an award of $25 .
Mr&. Jesse I. Taylor stressed
that New Jersey is interested in
young talent , of high caliber.
To qualify for this
competition, a contestant must
have passed his or her 17th
birthday but not yet reached 26
by May, 1969. They must not yet
be under professional
management. . .. Must be a legal
resident of New Jersey or a
full-time student in a New Jersey
school. Application blanks and
further information should be
obtained from Mrs. Jesse I. Taylor
at 11 Ski Hill Drive, Bedminster,
N.J. The deadlme for completed
applications has been extended to
February 15 , 1969.

NOTICE
Dana Review is looking for talent in

the fields of writing, photography
and art. If you feel that your work
has gone unnoticed for too long,
please bring it to the Student
Activities Office and perhaps soon
you can say that your name and
work has appeared in a literary
review!

If you've ever resorted to NoDoz~at 4 a.m.
the night before an exam, you've probably
been disappointed.
NoDoz, after all, is no substitute for
sleep. Neither is anything else we can
think of.
What NoDoz is is a very strong stimulant. In fact, NoDoz has the strongest
stimulant you can buy without a prescription.
Caffeine.
What's so strong about that?
If we may cite The Pharmacological
Basis of Therapeutics: Caffeine is a
powerful central nervous stimulant. Caffeine excites all portions of the central
nervous system. Caffeine stimulates all
portions of the cortex, but its main action
is on the psychic and sensory functions.
It produces a more rapid and clearer flow
of thought and allays drowsiness and
fatigue. After taking caffeine, one is capable of more sustained intellectual effort and a more perfect association of
·ideas. There is also a keener appreciation of sensory stimuli.
Very interesting. But why take

•T.M. Cl969 Bristol-Myers Co.

NoDoz when you can get caffeine in a
cup of coffee?
Very simple. You take NoDoz all at
once instead ofsippingcoffeefor 10 minutes. And if you take two NoDoz tablets,
the recommended dosage, you get twice
the caffeine in a cup of coffee.
Two tablets-isn't that likely to be
habit forming? Definitely not. NoDoz is
completely non-habit forming .
Which means it's safe to take
whether you're cramming at night. Or
about to walk into an 8 o'clock class. Or
driving somewhere (even though you're
rested) and the monotony of the road
makes you drowsy.
One last thing you should know
about NoDoz. It now comes in two forms.
Those familiar white pills you take with
water. And a chewable tablet called
NoDoz Action Aids'' . It tastes like a chocolate mint, but it does everything regular
NoDoz does.
And if you've managed
to stay awake this
long, you know
that's quite a lot.
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.Government Representatives Agree
75-Minute Period
By Students
Bia fra Could Become A W.W. Ill: Approved
In a recent st udent
By ANNE MILLET
College Press Service

"If the war continues, there is
a great danger that it will become
a war between the great powers,
above and beyond a war between
Nigeria and Biafra," warned Lord
Fenner Brockway, chairman of
the British Committee for Peace
in Nigeria , in an address to a
day-long international conference
on "Biafra Perspectives ," held at
Catholic University last week.
On a peace-seeking trip to
Africa last month the former
Nobel Peace Prize Candidate
presented to both the Nigerian
and Biafran heads of government
a four-point program calling for
an immediate ceasefire, an
international peace-keeping force,
negotiations for polit ical
settlement following ·a cooling-off
period , and massive relief
assistance . Both sides accepted a
ceasefire in principle, although
particular conditions were not
worked out.
Lord Brockway cited two
" h a If - b r e a k t h ro ughs : the
Christmas truce, even though not
fully observed, and the acceptance
of daylight relief flights, though
not yet implemented. "
Noting that "there is now a
more approachable atmosphere ,"
Lord Brockway suggested "a
Committee of Good Offices of
Three , composed of Emperor
Haile Selassi of Ethiopia and two
African Heads of State, one
supporting each side, seeking a
settlement."
During his stay in Africa Lord
Brockway said he "saw evidence
of a highly organized and highly
financed European black market
supplying arms to both sides." He
strongly advocated a United
Na{ions inquiry into the matter.
Holding out some hope for a
vague or loose African
confederation, Lord Brockway
urged that a "political
organization be found that
recognizes the loyalties of the
Biafrans but that finds some basis
for cooperation with other
Africans."
With Biafran deaths from
starvation projected at 25,000 a

day for next month, he proposed
a conference in Geneva, with UN
agencies and observers of
governments present , to mobilize
massive international aid.
Dr. Herman Middlekoop, head
of the world relief effort for
Biafra, related his experience with
the Biafran people and praised
their "total involvement" in the
crisis. Speaking of the impact the
bombings have had on the
population, he observed, "People
feel there is no choice - that they
might as well fight to the end."
As for the starvation , . Dr.
Middlekoop said that Biafra was
"poised on the razor·s edge."
While protein malnutrition has
decreased since October due to
the relief efforts, carbohydrate
supplies are extremely limited.
Congressman Donald Lukens
(R-Ohio), the only American
government official to visit Biafra
recently, and Fulton Lewis, a
Mutual radio commentator who
accompanied Lukens to Biafra,
both pointed to the ignorance of
the U.S. Government on the
Biafran situation.
Lewis was "shocked at the lack
of understanding and knowledge"
exhibited by the U.S. Embassy in
Nigeria. "It is much more difficult
to believe the State Department
after having returned from
Biafra," he said.
Declaring it to be "one of the
most sickening experiences of my
life" Lewis explained that "while
I was in Biafra, the closest thing

Roten Prints
(Co ntinu ed from Page 7)

A graphics exhibition
assembled and circulated by the
Pratt Center for Contemporary
Printmaking will be shown at
Newark State College, Union ,
February 5 though 21.
The ex hibiton , entitled
"Contemporary Miniature Prints
III ," will be on view at the art
gallery in the college center when
college is in session .
Arrangements for the purchase
of these works can be made by
contacting Mr. E. Austin Goodwin
of the Fine Arts Department.

BLOOD DONORS NEEDED
For Special Program
(Male or Female)
Must he EITHER
-,

Group O or RH Negative.
Must he willing to donate
~ne pint every nine weeks.
Fee $35.00 per donation.

to a military target hit was a
prisoner-of-war camp." Churches,
markets , missions and hospitals
had all been bombed. Said Rep.
Lukens , "If starvation was
occuring in Holland or Belgium,
world outcry would be fantastic the fact that an under-developed
country is suffering makes it of
little interest."
During a conference
question-and-answer period,
Nigerians confronted Biafrans on
the floor in an exchange of heated
accusations. Nigerians claimed
Biafrans were allowing food to
pile up on their borders ; Biafrans
charged Nigerians with poisoning
relief supplies. Nigerians argued
that the conflict was an internal
affair ; Biafrans denied this by
pointing to the outside support
Nigeria was receiving.
One Nigerian asked Rep.
(Continued on Page 11)

Four undecided votes and one
organization - sponsored poll to "I don't care" makes a grand total
determine preference concerning of 1,327 votes. Mr. Freeman was
class period length, the 75 minute quoted as being "not surprised at
period was the overwhelming the results (of the poll), but at the
choice over the previously amount (of response)." He felt
(enforced) 50 minute period.
that the poll was valid due to the
Committee chairman John relatively large percentage of
Freeman released the following voters ; " It was a fine turn-out for
poU results :
.
a two day poll at N.S.C."
50 Minutes
The purpose of this poll , held
Class of '69
57
27%
on Thursday and Friday, January
Class of '70
43.2%
60
9 and 10, was to get the feelings
Class of '71
78
28.6%
Class of '72
69
12.6%
of the students, which will
Not Specified
17
16.1%
hope fully be taken in to
College Center
cons id eration b y the
2
Staff
administration and faculty of the
Total
283
changeover.
75 Minutes
Class of '69
73%
80
Any further inquiries on thls
Class of ' 70
199
56.8%
subject
may be directed to Mr.
195·
Class of '71
71.4%
Freeman
, who was appointed by
Class of '72
479
97.4%
Stu dent Organization the
Not Specified
80
83 .9%
Faculty-Senate Ad Hoc
College Center
Staff
committee to evaluate the 75
1,039
Total
minute hour.

•

lenses are made
of modern plastics which have entirely different characteristics than the tissues
and fluid s of the eye. Conse quently your eye cannot handle
this foreign object without help.
So. in order to correct for
Mother Nature's lack of foresight ,
you have to use lens solutions to
make your contacts and yo ur eyes
compatible.
There was a time when you
needed two o r more separa t e

And soaking your contacts in
Len sine between wearing periods
solutions to
assures you of proper lens hyproperly modgiene . You get a free soaking-storify and care
age case with individual lens comfor your conpartments on the bottom of eve ry
tacts , making
bottle of Lensine .
them ready for
It has been demonstrated that
your eyes. But now
improper storage between wearings permits the growth ol bacthere's Lensine from
teria on the lenses . This is a sure
the make r s of
cause of eye irritation and, in
Murine. Lensine ,
for contact com- · some cases, can enda nger your
vision. Bacte ria cannot grow in
fort and conve nience .
Len si ne because it 's steri le. selfLensine is the one solution
sanitizing . and antiseptic.
for complete contact lens care.
Let caMng for your
Ju st a drop or two of Lensine coats
contacts be as convenand lubricates your lens. This alient as weari ng them .
lows the lens to float more freely
Get some Lensine ...
in th e natural fluids of your eye.
Mother's little helper.
Why? Because Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, very much like
your own tears . Len sine is compa tible with the eye.
Cleaning you r contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses .

Mother Nature
never planned on
contact
lenses

Call .354-3256 For Details
·,.
'

I
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Richard Nixon And Spiro Agnew Squires Fall Twice
Men Of Humor(?) In White House In-Rhode Island
By Ronald I. Anderson
By ED NAHA

It seems as if America has
finally placed in high office two
men of great humor. Yes , I am
referring to those two irrepressible
gagsters in the White House,
Richard M. Nixon , and Spiro
Agnew, the Olsen and Johnson of
D.C. Bob Hope and others of his
trade had better watch their step.
Not only do they have to compete
with the hilarious ethnic wit of
Mr. Agnew, but now it would
seem that Mr. Nixon is also in the
race with his quick one-liners.
Mr. Nixon really floored the
crowd at the gala Inaugural Ball
when he made a quip concerning
the fact that he and his wife
danced to the tune of Guy
Lombardo after W.W. II and that
he hoped that he could do the
same after the next war. I hope
some body will be around,
dancing or otherwise , after the
NEXT is
Perhaps Richard
knows something we don't.
But by far , his humor was at
its best during his inaguration
speech. He wowed the crowd with
the now immortal : "Those who
have been left out, we will try to
bring in." An hour or two later
some of the "left outs" were kept
out as reported in the good old
N.Y. Daily News : " . .. The police
aided by the National Guard
troops , formed a tight line to keep
the peaceniks from the President.
By nightfall more
than 80
demonstrators had been arrested,
most charged with disorderly
conduct."
He continued his monologue;
"We have found ourselves rich in
goods, but ragged in spirit. ...
Greatness comes in simple
trappings." So quipped the man
who now earns $200,000 yearly.
" . .. Black and white together,
as one nation , not two" he
chuckled. One couldn' t help but
share in his humor as one recalled
that he partically ignored the
black American throughout his
presidential campaign.
"In these difficult years," he
went on, " America has suffered
from a fever of words ; from
inflated rhetoric that promises
more than it can deliver. " This is
true. Mr. Nixon , in fact , may be
the only President to keep all of
his campaign promises. This is
mainly due to the fact that he
never made any. I suppose
vagueness does pay off. Mr. Nixon
is also assured a good rule in that
he doesn't have to pay off any

Wilkins Favors
(Con ti nued from Page 3)

Newark State students to support
the measures concerning fiscal
autonomy " in a more constructive
manner."
Individuals might propose a
re so lu tio n supporting fiscal
autonomy to the Student Council ,
or write to their state legislators
expressing their interest in the
passage of a fiscal autonomy bill.
The support of concerned
individuals in the higher education
community, as well as the
influence of the presidents'
alliance could make fiscal
autonomy, a key issue in the 1969
legislative session.

small groups that supported him,
as other presidents were forced to
do.
This means that Nixon, will not
have to make any concessions to
such fringe groups as the
Ame·r ican youth , the black
citizens, and the poor. And all this
from a man who guested on
Laugh-In, but refused face to face
debates during his campaign. Oh,
the sublime humor!
(I should point out that Mr.
Nixon's speech had its inspiring
moments , too. When he uttered
those fantastic words ; "I ask you
to join in a high adventure.", I felt
like running out in a loin-cloth

and shooting the fust damn bear I
saw!")
I hope Mr. Nixon will indeed
do well (and keep up the puns,
Dick) I hope he does "Bring Us
Together Again", although I don't
recall our being together a first
time . Yet , it frightens me a bit to
think that his administration's
theme is being based on an· idea of
a 13 year old girl from Ohio.

Five New Programs
(Continued from Page 1)

it has been proposed that majors
in secondary education be phased
out. A curriculum report explains:
"A student who chooses to
become certified to teach a
specific discipline at the grade
(Continued from Page 7)
7 -1 2 1evel would minor in
about Marxism about communist secondary education."
revolutions.
If the proposals are passed, the
There is little student interest
college
will offer elementary
in Cuba or the Cuban revolution.
education
majors a minor in
No posters of the Guevara in
reading,
and
a minor program in
every other student room as at
urban
studies.
American universities. Almost no
New courses have also been
one knows of Fidel's speech of
passed
by the Faculty Senate and
August 23 , approving the Russion
approved
by President Wilkins.
invasion as "historically
The mathematics course
necessary " The Cuban Culture
proposals are : Principles and
Center stands unstoned in the
Procedures
of Electronis Data
he a rt of Prague, English
translations of Fidel's speech Processing and Computer
Assembler Language. Two
displayed in the window.
geography options are proposed:
Part of the answer to this
vacuum of literature and Earth - The Environment of Man;
information is that and the Geography of Man.
Four sociology courses have
Czechoslovakia, until recently, has
been a closed country. Travel also been developed. They
abroad was tightly controlled include : Crime and Delinquency,
prior to January 1968. People also Urban Sociology, Marriage and
react negatively to things forced the Family, and Statification
upon them, so it is understandable Systems.
Three advanced courses in
that grammar school catechisms
physics,
two in biology and one in
on Marx and history time tables
Chemistry
have been proposed.
on Russia do not remain for long
Other proposed courses are
in the memory.
Czechoslovakia is a small literature and philosophy courses,
country, too - smaller than including Literature of the
Illinois in area. Smallness often American Negro.
A plan is also developed to
produces egocentrism. Czechs
allow
freshmen students to elect
thought of themselves as the
their
sport in the required
"belly button of the world"
physical
education course.
between January and August.
If approved, all incoming
"They were the ones going to the
moon ," in Kavel Kovanda's
words. That centricity vanished
after August. Now people ,
especially students, are going
(Continued from Page 1)
through a period of reflection and rather than the artificiality of the
a looking around.
campus school situation.
What tomorrow will bring
The school, originally designed
depends on the strength and as an experimental school in the
determination of the new ungraded system has been termed
student-worker-intellectual by Wilkins as "eminently
alliance , on the middle-of-the-road successful ," an<l has recently
Czechoslovak government, on the received "high praise" from the
pervading Russian Reality, and parents of the students.
finally , on the students who have
The Union Township is having
decided to die . Part of the its own troubles, which involve
problem is maintaining the the problem of racial imbalance at
momentum of the people, keeping Jefferson School in the Vauxhall
them from returning to the section of Union.
apathy common before January
The U.S. Government has also
1968. Jan Palach re-energized the named Union as one of the first
Czechs fo r the moment. For how communities outside the South to
long . . .. no one knows.
be fo und in "non-compliance"
with the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
After the board of education
ADDITIONAL
received a letter from the Division
of Civil Rights , U.S. Department
TUTORS NEEDED
of Health , Education , and Welfare
concerning · the non-compliance ,
Sign up in the
an organization called "Concerned
Citizens of Vauxhall" was formed
S.C.A.T.E. Office
to remedy the situation.

Prague

Newark State spent a miserable
weekend in Rhode Island,
dropping games to Barrington and
R.I.C. on successive nights. These
two losses brought the current
losing streak to five games. A little
home officiating could be blamed
for the loss in the first game , as a
controversial call was judged to be
the turning point of the
Barrington victory. Fred Boff led

students this fall will be talking_ a
common program of general
education.
Chairman of the Curriculum
Committee, Dr. Hennings , urges
all interested students to come to
the committees meeting and voice
their opinions. "The meetings are
open to the public," she states.
The Committee will still be
considering other proposals during
the spring semester. Students may
also submit written proposals for
curriculum changes. This can be
done on their own or by working
with the Student Curriculum
Committee. Joe Oliva, President
of the Sophomore Class, is
chairman of that committee.
Of the Curriculum Committee,
Dr. Hennings states: " It was one
of the beginnings of faculty
participation in the governing of
the college." With the formation
of the Faculty Senate the long
standing committee-at-large came
under the jurisdiction of the
Senate.
, Members of the Curriculum
Committee investigate and
approve individual departmental
suggestions.
The committee consists of nine
members and the Ass't . Dean of
Curriculum and Instruction , Dr.
Robert Polglaze (m ember
ex-officio). They're Dr. Irene
Reifsnyder , Dr. Douglas Tatton,
Mr. Robert Fridlington , Mr.
Robert Schumacher, Mr. Herbert
Holub , Mr. Wesley Daniels, Dr.
Nellie Stone, and Mrs Harriet
Kavanagh who is a secretary.

Campus School ,Closing
Recently , the group has stated
its position in a resolution which
was· presented to the board of
education. One proposal in the
plan is to change the school's
district lines to put white children
in Jefferson and black children in
Hamilton and Battle Hill schools.
The plan also urges the
continuance of the five-year-old
voluntary enrollment plan which
permits transfer of students to
other schools (The campus school
has been one of the most popular
choices for students under this
plan).
A further recommendation
includes giving the opportunity to
white parents to transfer their
children to Jefferson School.
The Rochester , N.Y. plan,
which was also suggested by the
committee, offers a superior
major achievement program in
math and science at a mainly
all-black school to attract white
students.

the Squire scoring with 23 points.
The final was 76-73.
In the R.I.C. game , the Squires
ran into a pair of hot-shot guards
who scored 61 points between
them. Ray Huelbig, a sophomore ,
scored 33 and Ricky Wilson , a
freshman scored 28. These two
overshadowed a great effort made
by Jim Marino. Marino scored 33
points (his career high) on 15
fieldgoals and 3 free throws.
Three other Squires scored in
double figures. They were George
Gilcrest with 18, Fred Boff with
17, (and 30 rebounds) and Monte
Casby with 13. The final score
The Squires next home game is
tonight against Drew University.

Statement
(Continued from Page 1)

the request of a potential
employer or other individual."
The placement record, which is
compiled by the student himself,
i s available t_o potential
employers.
The records of both the Health
Office and the Council Office
include " entries written by the
professional staff." and "are
regarded by the professional staff
as confidential."
The Counceling Office folder ,
the "personal folder" is "used by
the professional staff of the
College in the interest of assisting
the student in his education" and
thus faculty members may consult
it.
"At all times ," continued the
statement, "it is the concern of
lhe Counceling Office to work
only to help the student and to
record no information which
could in any way cause
embarrassment."
"The records in the medical
office are not available to the
inspection of anyone save medical
personnel."
Student Organization President
Bill Price had requested such a
statement on records at a meeting
of the President's Cabinet last
year. Price stated that the Student
Council Executive Board will
study the statement this week.

W.W. Ill
(Co ntinu ed from Page 10)

Lukens , " Which is more
important to you - the South or
Biafra? Nigeria or Vietnam?"
Lukens replied , "As a result of my
trip to Biafra I have withdrav. n
my support of my government's
Vietnam policy."
Lee Auspitz, former editor of
the Ripon Society Forum,
advocated passage of the bill
sponsored by Senators Pearson
and Brooke ~and Representatives
Fraser and ~ se, which will be
introduced in Congress this week.
Th e b i ll authori z es th e
government to provide additional
assistance to relief organizations
for use in Biafra.
About 400 people, politicians,
ambassadors and academieians,
attended the conference , which
was sponsored by Operation
Outrage , the Catholic University
chapter of the American
Committee to Keep Biafra Alive.
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Squires Win 2 Drop 3
Paterson and NCE Downed; Quinnipiac
Montclair, and Glassboro Win Honors

Glassboro
By Ronald I. Anderson

Newark State's title hopes were
jolted as they were upset by
Glassboro State College in a
N.J.S.C.A.C. game at Glassboro.
Titis was the second conference
loss for the Squires and dropped
them a full two games behind
defending champion Montclair.
The game was close
throughout , with both teams
scoring in spurts. The Squires
took the game's biggest lead, ten
points , with 14 :56 left in the
second half, 51-41: But then
Glassboro came to life, outscoring
Newark 16-2 to take a 57-43 lead
midway through the half. The
score was tied three times after
that before the Squires ran 10
straight points , (Jim Catalano and
Jim Marino getting four each and
Cliff Maddox, the other two) to
lead 74-71. Glassboro then scored
six in a row and never gave up the
lead again. The final score was
82-78. One bright spot for the
Squires was the shouting of Jim
Marino who hit 12 of 18 shots
from the floor and wound up with
25 points.

Montclair
By Ronald I. A nderson

score was 73-56 as Bowen scored
a game high of 26 points. Fred
Boff was the big gun for the
Squires, getting 19 points and 20
rebounds. He scored 15 in the
second half. Montclair ran its
record to 12-2 , 6-0 in conference
play. The Squires fell to 5-8 , 3-3
in the conference.

NCE And

Quinnipiac
By Ronald I. Anderson

Newark State built up a 17
point lead of 64-47 with 5:00
minutes to go in the game , then
held on to defeat N.C.E. 70-66.
The Squires, behind the clutch
foul shooting of Fred Boff, pulled
their record to .500 for the first
time, this season at 5-5. They have
won 4 of their last 5 games.
Freshman Dan Pocus was the
leading NSC scorer with 18
points , while three other Squires
hit double figures . They were Jim
Catalano with 17 , Fred Boff with
15, and Cliff Maddox with 10.
The Squires were bombed by
Quinnipiac College 114 to 78.
After holding the lead at 20-13 ,
Newark completely fell apart as
Quinnipiac ran up the highest
total against them this year. Jim
Marino led all NSC scorers with
23 points.
New Haven seemed to be a
repitition of Quinnipiac as they
beat the Squires 100-80. Clifford
Maddox was the top Squire with
19 points. The little guard and
playmaker scored 15 of these in
the first half but had the
misfortune of fouling out in the
second half.

In what seemed to be a replay
of their earlier meeting, the
defending champion Montclair
State Indians scalped the Squires
73-56· at the D ' Angola
Gymnasium.
The Squires led for a short
time in the frrst half before the
Indians begun to run. Montclair ,
fighting Newark's zone, found
that fast breaking was the secret ,
and fast break they did, to a
33-23 half time lead . Newark
outscored Montclair 13 to 6 to
pull within three points , 36-39
By Ronald I . Anderson
with 15 minutes to go in the
Behind the hot shooting of
game. But Luther Bowen and
Company began to run again and Cliff Maddox , Jim Marino, and
pulled away for good. The final Jim Catalano, the Newark State

Paterson
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by Randy McCarthy

I TheBench

l~RAMURALS! . .... . INTRAMURALS! .. .... INTRAMURALS!
We are now taking a different approach to intramural basketball
registration , which I may add, has so far been a total flop . Since
individual registration has received response from only 21 men, we are
now turning to team entries.
Here are the rules: A) A team entering the league must consist of
at least 7 but not more than IO players. B) A captain must be chosen
and designated on the team roster along with his telephone number (or
dorm room number). C) Anyone wishing to enter as an individual
player may do so. These players will either be placed on ~ne of the
established teams or grouped together to form another team , 1f needed.
D) There are no restrictions placed on classes. Freshmen may play with
seniors , juniors, etc. E) Any member of the varsity or junior varsity
basketball team automatically becomes ineligible for league play.
Most of the games will be played during the college free hour on
Tuesdays , with a few games and the championship game being played at
night . The number of games to be played will be dete~mined b~ the
number of teams that enter. All entries should be placed m my mailbox
- MAILBOX NO. 713 - as soon as possible. The captains of each team
will then be notified for verification of registration and at this time will
be given further details. Let 's show more interest this time and make this program a success.
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: Fri., Feb . 14.
*
*
*
Who's who in the conference standings? As of this writing,
Montclair has a strong hold on the top spot in State College
competition. The Indians have just about sewn up the conference race
with last week's big win over NSC in a crucial contest. By losing, the
Squires dropped sole possession of second place, and coupled _with
Jersey City State's victory over Paterson State on Jan . 25 , creating a
three-way tie for the runner up slot. Newark, Trenton , and Jersey City
occupy 2nd place, while Glassboro holds the 3rd place position.
Paterson finds themselves behind the Profs in 4th. Here are the
conference records:
w
L
6
0
Montclair State
3
3
Newark State
3
3
Trenton State
3
3
Jersey City State
4
2
Glassboro State
5
1
Paterson State

Cagers came from the short end of
a 44-36 halftime score to defeat
Paterson State 88-82 in a
conference game at the D' Angola
Gymnasium.
With 7:00 minutes to go in the
game , the Squires took the lead
for good 65-64 on a jump shot by
Jim Catalano (who scored 16 of
his 21 points in the second half.)
A basket by Fred Boff was
followed by a field goal by
Paterson's Doug Gross. Jim
Marino then scored six straight
points to put the Squires ahead
73-66.
With 2: 00 minutes left in the
game, Jim Catalano scored six in a
row to give the Squires a lead of
84-74. The Pioneers then scored
on a field goal by Dom Pelosi
before Cliff Maddox scored the
last four points for the Squires to
give them their biggest lead at
88-76. Paterson then initiated a
surge that proved to be a little too
late. The fi nal score was 88-82 as
the Squires won their third
conference game of the season.
Overall record is 4-5 .
There were many outstanding
individual efforts for the Squires
in this game. Jim Marino brought
his conference scoring average to
20.6 with his second straight 25
point night. He also pulled down
15 re b o u nds. Cliff Maddox
thrilled the crowd with his
defensive play and hit five for
seven from the floor . Wilber
*
*
*
Aikens grabbed 13 rebounds and
Newark State's basketball team received some shocking news last
Fred Boff, virtually shut out off week when it was announced that Jim Catalano will be lost for the
the boards in the first half, had 15 remainder of the season due to academic ineligibility. The sophomore
second half rebounds. Dan Pocus, sharpshooter will be sorely missed as he provided the Squires with a
a freshman starting his first game good scoring punch in both his freshman and sophomore ~e~rs.
was 7 for 8 from the floor.
By the way , both "Cat" and Cliff Maddox were m1ssmg from the
starting lineup in last week's big one against Montclair.

Support
Your
Squires

*

*

*

It's that time again! Athletic meetings for two spring sports_will
be held this Tuesday.
All men interested in playing golf this year are urged to attend an
important organization meeting on Tues. , f'.eb. 11. The meeting will be
held during the college free hour (1 :40 PM) m room W-100.
A general tennis meeting will be held on the ~ame day {Feb. 11)
at 1 :40 PM in Gym D. Interested candidates for varsity tenrus as well as
last year's returnees are expected to atten d.
_. . .
.
Freshmen are especially encouraged to participate m the athletic
program.

*

*

For those students who are wondering if football will become a
reality at Newark State for the '69-'70 school year, well I might ~y
that I would hate to disappoint you, my friends. Chances do look slim
for a football team on campus next fall. The ordering of equipment in
time for spring practice , scheduling, and a lack of home field are a few
of the major problems that remain unsolved .

*

*

*

On Jan. 9, those who came to the basketball game that night
witnessed an added attraction - a halftime show performed by the
Paterson State color guard and drill team . Even more impressive , in my
opinion was when they played The Star Spangled Banner just before
the game began. This was the first time the event occurred at a Newark
State basketball game all season. It would be nice to see someone take
the initiative to see to it that the National~~them is played at all of
our home games.

Next Game:
Squires vs. Drew
Home Tonight

